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The One Work: An Inclusive Vision
The one work being God's work and the one vision being God's vision, what do we mean when we
use the word “God”? Throughout the ages God has appeared in various guises to human
consciousness and has been known by many names. For the philosopher Dane Rudhyar, God is, at
any stage of development, the next greater whole.

Humanity is one, a living entity. Each of us is a part of this being, which, in turn, is a part of the one
planetary Life or Logos. In recent times the Gaia hypothesis testifies to our growing collective
recognition of this scientific fact. The one Humanity, as a part of the planetary Whole, shoulders
responsibility for bringing itself into alignment with planetary Purpose.

According to the spiritual Hierarchy, or Communion of Saints, direct knowledge of planetary
Purpose is beyond human capacity. An intuitive grasp of portions of the divine Plan is the highest
the most evolved among us can attain. These teachers and imparters of truth render the received
abstract ideas intelligible to the rest of us by clothing them in appropriate form. Based on higher
principles, the ideals and values they reveal teach the science of right relationship: right relationship
to Hierarchy; right relationship to each other and to the one Humanity; right relationship to the
animal, vegetable and mineral kingdoms through enlightened stewardship.

Certainly, today, all with ears to hear and eyes to see acknowledge that something has gone awry
in our world and that only new, more synthetic thinking and “whole-system change” provide the
possibility of conquering the interrelated and interdependent challenges with which we are faced.

In Triangles we have ranged ourselves on the side of the Forces of Light. The endeavour to do our
part to restore the Plan gives meaning to our lives. This we do when we hold the vision of universal
brotherhood and of the new era community alive in our consciousness as we take up our daily
Triangles work. This we do when we strive to think, speak and act in accordance with those ideals
and values that will enable us to surmount the current world crisis.

As a global group let us continue to work for a human civilisation — built upon the cornerstones of
co-operation and sharing — that truly promotes peace, social justice and prosperity for the many.
Let us contribute to the emergence of a new culture — born of love, knowledge and creative striving
— that truly bestows greater freedom, joy and beauty on human living.



Thoughts on Work and Spirituality

All work becomes spiritual when rightly motivated,
when wise discrimination is employed and soul
power is added to the knowledge gained in the three
worlds.

Alice Bailey

The idea of the Community and of the Common
Good is the first sign of broadening of
consciousness. It should be understood that the
necessity of labor is pointed out not for mere
information but for application.

Leaves of Morya's Garden

All labor that uplifts humanity has dignity and
importance and should be undertaken with
painstaking excellence.

Martin Luther King, Jr

Without work, all life goes rotten. But when work is
soulless, life stifles and dies.

Albert Camus

Our union with a Being whose activity is world-wide
and who dwells in the heart of humanity cannot be
a passive one. In order to be united with Him we
have to divest our work of selfishness and become
Visvakarma, “the world-worker,” we must work for
all. In order to be one with this Mahatma, “the Great
Soul,”   one must cultivate the greatness of soul
which identifies itself with the soul of all peoples
and not merely with that of one's own.

Rabindranath Tagore

The creation of the world is not only a process
which moves from God to humanity. God demands
newness from humanity; God awaits the works of
human freedom.

Nicolas Berdyaev

If the new cosmology teaches that the world is not
primarily a machine but a mystery, then those who
lead others more deeply into mysteries are the
primary workers of the emerging culture.

Matthew Fox

The outward work will never be puny if the inward
work is great.  And the outward work can never be

great or even good if the inward one is puny or of
little worth. The inward work invariably includes in
itself  all  expansiveness, all breadth, all length, all
depth. Such a work receives and draws all its being
from nowhere else except from and in the heart of
God.

Meister Eckhart

Each one of us needs to undergo changes in our
thoughts and in ourselves, but that's not sufficient.
The other part is that we have to go out and work in
the world. It's both of these elements. People who
are spiritually oriented, have to take responsibility
for politics and business in a new way,
responsibility for bringing spiritual insight into
every aspect of their lives.

Hazel Hendersen

All of us have a gift, a calling of our own whose
exercise is high delight, even if we must sweat and
suffer to meet its demands. That calling reaches out
to find a real and useful place in the world, a task
that is not waste or pretence. If only that life- giving
impulse might be liberated and made the whole
energy of our daily work, if only we were given the
chance to be in our work with the full force of our
personality, mind and body, heart and soul ... what
a power would be released into the world! A force
more richly transformative than all the might of
industrial technology.

Theodore Roszak

How does work relate to the end and purpose of
man's being?  It has been recognized in all authentic
teachings of mankind that every human being born
into this world has to work not merely to keep
himself alive but to strive toward perfection. To
keep himself alive, he needs various goods and
services, which will not be forthcoming without
human labour. To perfect himself, he needs
purposeful activity in accordance with the
injunction: “Whichever gift each of you have
received, use it in service to one another, like good
stewards dispensing the grace of God in its varied
forms.”

E.F. Schumacher



The planetary network of light, love and service is transforming the mental climate of the planet,
reorientating humanity to spiritual attitudes and values. The groups and activities reported in the
Bulletin reflect different aspects of the network. Please send information on any activities that could

The Planetary Network
The Holy Island Project

The Kagyu Samye Ling Tibetan Centre in south-
west Scotland was founded by two Tibetan Lamas,
the Venerable Akong Rinpoche and the Venerable
Chogyam Trungpa, in 1967. It has been a focus of
Tibetan Buddhist teachings in the Western
hemisphere for over a quarter of a century.

In the Autumn of 1991 the Samye Ling Centre set
themselves the target of raising £350,000 to purchase
Holy Island, a small island lying off the west coast
of Scotland. By the Spring of 1992 the money had
been raised.

Last May, HH The Dalai Lama visited Holy Island
to initiate work on a Buddhist Retreat Centre and a
Centre for Peace, Reconciliation and Retreat. It is
hoped that the island, measuring only two miles long
and half a mile wide, and rising from sea level to a
height of 1030 feet at its peak, will become “a
source of renewal for anyone in need: an inspiration
for those coping with tomorrow's world”. The
Centre for Peace, Reconciliation and Retreat is to be
“an international focal point for non-sectarian
Interfaith dialogue”.

This small area off Scotland has long been associated
with spiritual tradition. Both Holy Island and the
neighbouring island of Arran were considered to be
spiritual centres by the early Christians. Holy Island
is also associated with the Christian saint, St.
Molaise, who lived there during the sixth century.

Thom McCarthy, the Holy Island Project Co-
ordinator, writes that the “belief in the
interdependence between humanity and its
environment is common to many of the world's
religions and philosophies. This project provides the
field of opportunity for people to work together in
a practical way.  The common ground for the rich

tapestry of our world's religious traditions is indeed
our humanity and the earth our home.

“The Holy Island Project is essentially a genuine
field of opportunity for non-sectarian Interreligious
dialogue. Through understanding acquired from this
dialogue it is hoped practical activity can spring
forth.”

The Holy Island Project, Samye Ling Tibetan
Centre, Eskdalemuir, Langholm, Dumfriesshire,
Scotland DG13 0QL, UK.

Fellowship in Prayer

Fellowship in Prayer is a “non-profit, international
organization which publishes the bi-monthly journal
Fellowship in Prayer and sponsors conferences and
lectures. Since 1949, the purpose of Fellowship in
Prayer has been to promote the practice of prayer
among all religious faiths whose belief is in God
regardless of race, creed, or color, and whose tenets
include the universal attributes of truth, honesty,
justice, and mercy, that thereby there may arise a
closer relation to Almighty God and a deeper spirit
of fellowship among humankind”.

The Journal published by the Fellowship includes
articles on prayer, meditation, spiritual experience,
religious faith and practices. The August 1993
edition is a special issue dedicated to the centenary
of the Parliament of the World's Religions. The
theme is “the spiritual connectedness and
interdependence that underlie all existence and can
overcome all differences”. Articles, written from
different religious and spiritual traditions, cover such
topics as: the coming spiritual renaissance;
spirituality and aging; the prayer of the heart;
empowering people.

Fellowship in Prayer, 291 Witherspoon Street,
Princeton, New Jersey 08542, USA.



Triangles is a world service activity in which people link in thought in groups of three to create a planetary
network of triangles of light and goodwill. Using a world prayer, the Great Invocation, they invoke light and
love as a service to humanity. Further information is available on request from Triangles. The Triangles Bulletin
is for men and women of goodwill and is published four times a year in Danish, Dutch, English, French, German,
Greek, Italian, Polish, Portuguese and Spanish. Triangles is an activity of the Lucis Trust, a non-profit
educational charity which exists to promote right human relations.

Three Spiritual Festivals

As each of us strives to contribute our part in
the One Work we feel impelled, driven by a
force within, to co-operate with others and
above all to co-operate with those on the inner
planes who guide the “little wills of men”.

During the period of the year in which we
celebrate the Three Spiritual Festivals, the
opportunity to do this is at its zenith. The three
divine aspects, working through impression, are
charging our consciousness with power, love
and creative intelligence. A series of triangular
actions stemming from cosmic levels beyond
our comprehension brings down ideas that
work out as ideals which can transform our
thoughts, feelings and physical lives. This is the
evolutionary process. We can choose to co-
operate actively with it or we can be content to
coast along and enjoy the scenery.

Those of us who choose to become co-
operators, powered by the One Life, can work
together during the Festivals. As a subjective
group we can prepare ourselves in prayer and
meditation to be receptors of divine impression:
receiving the forces of restoration at Easter,
enlightenment at Wesak and reconstruction on
World Invocation Day. The astrologers among
us will identify these incoming impressions
with  the  signs  of  Aries, 

Taurus and Gemini. Having received, the
group's work is then to go forth with intelligent
activity and create right relationships.

The three divine aspects flowing into the
consciousness of humanity are telepathically
communicated to all true servers. The New
Group of World Servers is the telepathic link
between the inner  kingdoms  and  Humanity.
Our duty at this time is one of invocation,
evocation and distribution as that which is
received must circulate. The divine circulatory
flow must be restored if we are to solve the
problems of disease and all the evils afflicting
our planet — problems caused by separateness
and selfishness.

To restore the divine circulatory flow; this we
can say is our work, our purpose and our goal
during the Three Spiritual Festivals. Throughout
the other nine months our duty is to sustain the
flow. How, we may ask, can we accomplish
this? There is only one way and that is to love
one another more than we love ourselves. This
love, expressed as goodwill, will restore the
Plan on earth and seal the door where evil
dwells. It will make possible right human
relations and bring about a true new order in
our world.

Easter Festival — Sunday, March 27 1994
Wesak Festival — Monday, April 25 1994
Christ's Festival \ World Invocation Day — Wednesday, May 25 1994

For further information and literature write to Triangles:

Suite 54 Case Postale 31 113 University Pl., 11th Fl.
3 Whitehall Court 1 rue de Varembé (3e) PO Box 722 Cooper Station
London SW1A 2EF 1211 Geneva 20 New York, NY 10276
ENGLAND SWITZERLAND USA


